A swab sample was taken from the winner TOORA ZIGGY.
-Entering the back straight FREE FALLIN’ moved out bumping with YOU RASCAL GIRL. Along the home straight TOORA ZIGGY and YOU RASCAL GIRL ran wide.

-A swab sample was taken from the winner BURNT GOLD.
On the first turn WOOD VENEER moved out bumping several times with CHEDWICK. Entering the back straight CHEDWICK moved down and as a result was turned sideways checking WOOD VENEER causing both greyhounds to lose ground. Turning off the back straight MISS EXCUSE raced wide and continued to race wide for the remainder of the event. Turning into the home straight TILLY’S CHARM moved down colliding with HE’S A BURNER.

-A swab sample was taken from the winner FUNDAMENTAL.
-On the first turn ZOOLOGICAL moved down checking RANDO ALLEN. Turning off the back straight STITCH ‘EM ELVIS and SPEED CRAZY bumped. Approaching the turn into the home straight RANDO ALLEN checked around the heels of STITCH ‘EM ELVIS then moved out checking SPEED CRAZY.

-A swab sample was taken from the winner VICTA SUZIE.
-Shortly after the start VICTA SUZIE moved out checking ED THE EXPERT. On the first turn ED THE EXPERT made contact with the running rail then moved out checking DYNALICE and WAIIKIKI BIG GIRL, then shortly after ED THE EXPERT checked around the heels of WAIIKIKI BIG GIRL, and SLIPPER’S AWAY eased appearing injured. On the turn into the back straight WAIIKIKI BIG GIRL moved out checking ASTON SIGRID causing both greyhounds to lose ground. Along the back straight LLOYD’S SHOUT ran wide.
-ED THE EXPERT was vetted after the race, REPORTED TO BE INJURED AND WAS STOOD DOWN FOR 7 DAYS.
-SLIPPER’S AWAY was vetted after the race, REPORTED TO BE INJURED AND WAS STOOD DOWN FOR 90 DAYS.
Race 9  
**G-SIX GIDDY-UP STAKE**  
388m  Grade 6

-On the first turn VELOCITY AURORA moved down checking DICTATION and GANGALLA NINJA, then shortly after GYPSY CRUZ checked around the heels of BELLA PERUZZI then moved out checking MY NAME’S HAYLEY. Along the back straight GYPSY CRUZ and MY NAME’S HAYLEY ran wide. Along the home straight GYPSY CRUZ ran wide.

Race 10  
**G-SIX FOLLOW THE DOGS@ TWITTER STAKE**  
388m  Grade 6

-On the first turn Rotor Blade ran onto the heels of and dragged down GO EKAY. Turning off the back straight GREEN BLACK SASH was held up for a run behind CHEVY TRON and continued being held up until a run presented itself entering the home straight.  
- GO EKAY was vetted after the race with NO INJURY DETECTED.

Race 11  
**G-SIX ACCELL THERAPY (N/P) STAKE**  
388m  Masters

-DEBONAIR LASS was slow to begin. Approaching the turn into the home straight MININDEE moved down onto OSHKOSH WAYNE and stumbled.

Race 12  
**G-SIX CASH UP YOUR CLUB @ GRSA STAKE**  
388m  Grade 5

-On the first turn VICTA PEDROSA moved out forcing ROSCOMMON FLYER to move out and check HAYLEY’S STYLE and HOT KOUKLA and inconveniencing the run of SLIPPER’S KIN. Turning off the back straight VICTA PEDROSA moved down checking ROSCOMMON FLYER.

**SUMMARY**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>LATE SCRATCHINGS</th>
<th>NIL</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| MAIDEN WINNERS   | TOORA ZIGGY (R1)  
                  | BURNT GOLD (R2)  |
| SWAB SAMPLES     | TOORA ZIGGY (R1)  
                  | BURNT GOLD (R2)  
                  | FUNDAMENTAL (R5)  
                  | CRAZY AGAIN (R6) |
| INJURIES         | ISLA MAYE (R4)  
                  | LEFT SHOULDER SORENESS  
                  | 10 DAYS  
                  | SLIPPER’S TIME (R4)  
                  | RIGHT SHOULDER SORENESS  
                  | 10 DAYS  
                  | VICTA LOUISE (R6)  
                  | LEFT HUMEROUS BRUIsing  
                  | 10 DAYS  
                  | ED THE EXPERT (R8)  
                  | LEFT SHOULDER SORENESS  
                  | 7 DAYS  
                  | SLIPPER’S AWAY (R8)  
                  | LEFT GRACILIS TEAR  
                  | 90 DAYS |